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THE HOT SHEET – A SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS
MAY 2012

This page and pages that follow, display an alphabetical listing of actions taken by the Board during the specified period. To verify the license or permit of any one of the board’s licensees, and view disciplinary documents if applicable, the following steps may be helpful.

1. From the homepage, www.dbc.ca.gov, select “License Verification” from the subject tabs displayed across the top of the page.
2. Select “License Verification” (again).
3. Select the license or permit type.
4. On the “License Search” page, enter either the LAST NAME ONLY or the LICENSE NUMBER ONLY (no letter prefix).
5. If your search was by license number, when you hit enter, the desired licensee’s name should be displayed. If by last name, there may be a list from which you will select the desired name.
6. Do a left-click over the name of your licensee, and on the next page, scroll down and select the document you want to view and/or print.

If you use the following link, begin at step 3, above.

http://www.dbc.ca.gov/verification/license_verification.shtml

Aguilar, Deidre Ann, RDA 78989
License granted-probation-3 yrs
Effective 5-30-12

Becker, Andrea Lynn, RDA 78991
License granted-probation-3 yrs
Effective 5-30-12

Beigi, Babak Esmail, DDS 37657
aka Babak Esmailbeigi
Probation-5 yrs effective 5-18-12

Benavides, Yadira Lizett, RDA Applicant
Decision effective 5-18-12 grants a license with 3 yrs’ probation once all requirements are met.

Brockett, Jeffrey E. DDS 61401
Decision effective 5-23-12 granted a License with 3 yrs’ probation once all requirements were met.

Casey, Lisa Diane, RDA 79035
aka Lisa Diane Harp
aka Lisa Diane Harp-Casey
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-24-12

Chen, Chiun-Hung, DDS 50734
Petition for Early Termination of Probation
Granted effective 5-10-12

Cole, Audrey Lee, RDA 78990
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-12-12
Foulk, Donald Melvin, DDS 22349
Accusation filed 5-9-12

Gray, Jeffrey Clyde, DDS 34613
Accusation filed 5-23-12

Horner, Gerald Dennis, DDS 38429
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-31-12

Hughes, Gregory Kenneth
Denied Reinstatement of revoked License (DDS 27768) effective 5-10-12

Johnston, Geannie Renee, RDA 67018
Revoked by Default effective 5-23-12

Keene, Ashley Lyn, RDA 78987
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-18-12

Lambert, John O, DDS 18363
Revoked by Default effective 5-24-12

Lo, Katrina Pe, RDA Applicant
Decision effective 5-24-12 grants a license with 3 yrs' probation once all requirements are met.

Lopez, Rina Michelle, RDA 78986
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-12-12

Mai, Huy, DDS 38082
Probation-3 yrs effective 5-18-12

Mauer, Agnes Maria, RDA Applicant
Statement of Issues filed 5-17-12

Merkes, Joey, RDA Applicant
Statement of Issues filed 5-24-12

Nugiel, Dale Joseph
Conditional reinstatement of revoked License (DDS 48421) with probation-5 yrs
Decision effective 5-10-12

Patterson, David Corey, DDS Applicant
Statement of Issues filed 5-24-12

Rens, Robert D, DDS 16621
Accusation filed 5-2-12

Solis, Lashell Christine, RDA 75185
Revoked effective 5-10-12

Stoffel, Jillian, RDA Applicant
Statement of Issues filed 5-24-12

Tash, Edmond Madjidjian, DDS 47422
Accusation filed 5-23-12

Vazquez, Jose Antonio, RDA 58244
Accusation filed 5-3-12

Velasco, Gina Marie, RDA 78988
Public Reprimand effective 5-23-12

Ventura, Juan Jose, RDA 79015
License granted-probation-3 yrs Effective 5-31-12

Verdugo, Wendy Diane, RDA 53782
Accusation filed 5-2-12

Wight, Lee Davis, DDS 14214
Decision effective 5-31-12 extends previously imposed 5 yr probation, which was effective 8-26-10, an additional 3 yrs.

Yamashita, Dennis D R, DDS 19994
Accusation filed 5-23-12

Yazdi, Mohammadreza A, DDS 36038
Accusation filed 5-9-12
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